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Abstract: Improved optical control of molecular quantum states promises to pave the way for new 
applications, such as chemistry in the quantum regime, precision tests of fundamental physics, and 
quantum simulation and information processing. While most work has sought to prepare molecules in 
their ground rotational state, preparation of excited states is also of interest for a number of 
applications.  Here we demonstrate a broadband optical approach to pump trapped SiO+ into super 
rotor ensembles. We take dissociation spectra up to rotational state N=67, corresponding to the peak 
of a 9400 K thermal distribution, and determine that the ensemble energy distribution is as narrow as 
would be obtained at a few Kelvin.  We use these spectra to determine the structure of the previously 
unobserved C2Π state.  We also pump to higher rotational states up to N=231, and in this regime we 
observe electronic predissociation. The narrow super rotor distributions were optically maintained for 
up to several minutes, limited only by reactions with background hydrogen. 
 
Super rotors are molecules with rotational energy that greatly exceeds kT and may approach or exceed 
the bond energy(1). Super rotors were detected in interstellar clouds(2) and observed upon 
photodissociation of molecules with high energy photons(2). They are known to possess unique collisional 
relaxation pathways(3), anisotropic transport properties(4), and surface scattering patterns(5) and are 
expected to form macroscopic vortex flows upon relaxation(6). Super rotors can be used for isotope 
separation(7), optical deflection of molecules, probing of molecular structure far from equilibrium 
geometry(8), and controlled dissociation of molecular bonds(9). 
Super rotors are challenging to produce.  Sufficiently hot thermal samples contain very broad state 
distributions, and would often create environments in which the molecules are unstable. Optical or 
collisional excitation to high energies requires a many-step process because of conservation of angular 
momentum, manifest as ∆J selection rules or propensities.  Super rotors have typically been produced by 
coherent non-linear optical methods, such as a molecular optical centrifuge(10) which uses a high 
intensity “cork-screw” optical field to excite rotations via stimulated Raman transitions. While this is a 
very elegant approach, molecules that are successfully centrifuged have a spread of rotational states 
similar to the starting sample, and a significant population is left behind near the initial energy. The 
resulting broad bimodal distribution presents a limitation when high state purity is desired. Additionally, 
it is sometimes observed that the strong optical fields of the centrifuge cause unwanted excitations or 
photochemistry for cases other than closed-shell diatomics(3). 
Optical pumping, long applied to atoms and more recently finding wide application for molecules, 
represents a different approach for manipulating quantum objects with light.  Optical pumping through 
an intermediate state which undergoes spontaneous emission can sink entropy and narrow the state 
distribution.  Optical pumping has recently been used to cool molecules to their ground vibrational(11) 
and rotational(12-15) manifolds, and toward particular hyperfine states(16).  Optical pumping using many 
lasers, generated by Raman processes in a gain medium, has previously been proposed for preparing 
super rotor states(17).   
Here, we optically pump entire ensembles of SiO+, confined in a linear Paul trap, using a single broadband 
laser which is spectrally filtered(13) in order to target a rotational state N (see Fig. 1 and SM).  Pumping is 
performed using the SiO+ B2Σ+-X2Σ+ transition which has two favorable properties: a short spontaneous 
emission lifetime of 70 ns for fast pumping, and highly diagonal Frank-Condon factors for  decoupling 
vibrational and electronic excitations and simplifying state control(18).   
To characterize SiO+ rotational control, we performed action spectroscopy using dissociation through the 
previously unobserved double-well 22Π state(19), hence referred to as C2Π.  Rotationally resolved 
excitation of quasi-bound levels in the inner well results in predissociation, whereby trapped SiO+ converts 
to trapped Si+. The mass composition of the remaining sample, monitored using laser cooled fluorescence 
mass spectrometry (LCFMS) (20) produced a dissociation spectrum, which in turn revealed the rotational 
distribution of the original SiO+ ensemble.  
To determine the spin-orbit and vibrational structure of C2Π, and to make a first observation of the effects 
of optical pumping, we took a survey spectrum of the C2Π - X2Σ+ transitions originating from the ground 
vibrational state v=0 in X2Σ+, i.e. the (v’, v=0) bands (Fig. 2A).  Broad bands were recorded with internally 
“warm” SiO+ immediately after loading while a narrowing was observed after pumping toward N=0, due 
to successful narrowing of the rotational distribution.   
A finer sweep of the C2Π1/2 - X2Σ+, 0-0 band (Fig. 2C) revealed rotationally resolved spectra after pumping 
toward N = 0, 10, 25, 40, 55 and 67. The narrow rotational distributions result in very simple spectra with 
well separated rotational branches, which were analyzed to determine rotational populations (Figs. 2D, 
2E).  These narrow distributions were crucial for resolving C2Π-X2Σ+ spectra at high N.  Fig. 3 compares a 
spectrum of SiO+ pumped toward N=67 with a thermal spectrum at T = 4600 K, chosen to maximize 
population in that state.  The rotational lines are ~1 cm-1 broad due to fast predissociation; but they are 
resolved to the baseline and easily identified. In contrast, the simulated spectrum is an unresolved 
envelope of many lines originating from significantly different N. The number of populated rotational 
energies in the optically pumped sample is comparable to a thermal population at T=3.6 K. 
As an immediate application of pure ensembles of super rotors, we extracted parameters for the C2Π 
structure. ControlledC-X spectra with SiO+ pumped toward various N were recorded for v=0, 1, and 2 of 
both C2Π1/2 and C2Π3/2 (see SM for the linelist). The spectra were fitted using PGOPHER(21) to the energy 
expressions for a 2Π-2Σ transition, where the X2Σ parameters were fixed at the literature values(22) and 
the C2Π parameters (Table 1) were determined from the fit.  It is interesting to note that, although 
measurement of the centrifugal distortion at low N would require high resolution instrumentation, its 
extreme N4 scaling made it easy to measure, 3.5 cm-1 for the N=67 transition. 
Table 1. Measured spectroscopic constants of the C2Π state. 
Parameter Value (cm-1) 
Te 43644.4(3) 
ωe 982.5(3) 
ωexe 11.1(3) 
Be 0.66925(9) 
αe 0.00722(9) 
De 1.24(2)·10-6 
βe 4(2)·10-8 
Ae 179.8(1) 
αA -0.5(1) 
 
One property that has attracted interest in super rotors is the ability to observe rotational predissociation, 
requiring us to optically pump to higher N.   We prepared super rotors with N > 162 using a two-step 
dynamic mask, described in SM. Although we did not perform spectroscopy because these energies are 
above the C2Π state dissociation threshold, observation of dissociation for N>192 provides information 
about the molecular structure and the breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation at high N, as 
discussed in SM.  
In conclusion, narrowing of the population distribution in optically pumped super rotors leads to a 
narrowing of state distributions similar to that of supersonic expansion or cryogenic buffer gas cooling.  
However, optical pumping allows these distributions to be centered at very high rotational states. 
Measurement of high N spectra provides information about the molecular potential at high energy that 
is difficult to obtain by other means.  The more common method for mapping diatomic potentials involves 
measurement of vibrational energies, but poor Franck-Condon overlap poses challenges for 
populating vibrational states near dissociation. However, measured centrifugal distortion parameters can 
equally well be used to map the molecular potential near dissociation (23).  More generally, 
spectroscopically measured energies and lifetimes of super rotors can be incorporated into direct 
potential fitting procedures (8, 23) to recover more complex potential energy curves as well as non-
adiabatic interactions of diatomic and polyatomic molecules.  Molecular structure at these high energies 
determines the long-range forces which plays crucial role in dissociation and reaction dynamics, for 
example determining the stability and lifetimes of reactive complexes. 
This work also benefited from the greatly enhanced spectroscopic sensitivity provided by rotational state 
control in a collision-free environment. The rotational state distribution of the ensembles was maintained 
by optical pumping for very long time periods, limited only by chemical reaction with background H2 on a 
time scale of 10-20 min.  As discussed in SM, each molecule in the sample contributed to the statistics, 
thus allowing a spectrum of several hundred datapoints to be taken using only 103 – 104 molecules. Our 
fast optical pumping combined with non-destructive state detection(24) could allow spectral 
identification at the single-molecule level and detection of abundances of the order of 10-17 or less, many 
orders of magnitude beyond the best existing analytical methods. Such extreme sensitivity, currently 
available only for atomic trace isotope analysis(25), may find applications in many areas where 
ultrasensitive detection of molecules is needed, e.g. studying transient reaction intermediates in 
combustion(26), atmosphere(27), detection of trace species in interplanetary missions(28), and forensic 
chemistry(29). 
 
   
Fig. 1. A. Relevant electronic states of SiO+. B. Experimental setup, a barium ion Coulomb crystal doped 
with SiO+ is loaded into a linear Paul trap by 532 nm ablation, and translationally cooled using 493 nm and 
650 nm Ba+ transitions. SiO+ is pumped with 385 nm and probed with 226 nm. A low-amplitude chirped 
RF waveform is used for LCFMS detection.  C. Spectral filtering setup for the 385 nm broadband light. D. 
Spectrum of the 385 nm light used for pumping SiO+ toward N=0 (top) and N>0 (bottom).  Blue (red) sticks 
represent transitions in the P (R) branch.  Arrows to the right show the flow of optical pumping. 
   
Fig. 2. A. Low-resolution survey spectrum of C2Π – X2Σ+ transition SiO+, before (lower) and after (upper) 
pumping toward N=0.  Two contaminating Ba+ lines are present. The v’=3 lines are expected to be 
broadened because of near-threshold predissociation, but these spectra are not yet fully understood. B. 
Rotational fine structure of the C2Π1/2 – X2Σ+ transition (see SM for notation). C. High-resolution spectra 
after pumping toward N = 0 (black), 10 (red), 25 (blue), 40 (green), 55 (purple) and 67 (brown). D. Fortrat 
diagram of the spectra, with marker areas proportional to deduced populations. Dashed and dotted lines 
are singly and doubly degenerate Fortrat parabolas. E. Rotational populations corresponding to the 
spectra. 
 Fig. 3. A Top trace - spectrum of SiO+ recorded after cooling toward N = 67, showing resonances from r(65) 
through r(70); bottom trace – simulated spectrum of a thermal sample at 4600 K. Sticks show underlying 
rotational structure, color coded according to branch type. B. Close view of a region near r(69) lines.  Sticks 
in the thermal spectrum are vertically offset for clarity. C. Rotational populations of the N=67 ensemble 
(blue), T=4600 K thermal sample (red) and T=3.6 K thermal sample (green). 
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